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DECISION 

CARANDANG, J.: 

In its Decision1 dated September 28, 2016, the Court of Appeals (CA) 
in CA-G.R. CR No. 37864 affirmed the Regional Trial Comi's (RTC) 
Decision2 in Criminal Case Nos. 13-301632 and 13-301633 finding petitioner 
Even Demata y Garzon (Demata)3 guilty of violating Article 201, paragraph 
3, of the Revised Penal Code (RPC) and Section 1 0(a) of Republic Act No. 
(R.A.) 7610. In a Resolution4 dated November 29, 2016, the CA denied 
reconsideration. Thus, in this petition under Rule 45, Demata prays for this 
Court to reverse the CA and order his acquittal. 

Designated as additional Member. 

Penned by Associate Justice Jhosep Y. Lopez (now a Member of this Court), with the concwTence 
of Associate Justices Ramon R. Garc ia and Melchor Quirino C. Sadang; rollo, pp. 45-60. 
Penned by Judge Emily L. San Gaspar-Gito; id. at 85-117. 
Represented by the Public Attorney's Office (PAO). 
Rollo, pp. 62-63. 
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Facts of the Case 

On November 21; 2013, the National Bureau of Investigation (NBI), 
upon thecoinplaint of minor AAA's father, filed two criminal informations 
against Demata before the RTC of Manila. In Criminal Case No. 13-301632, 
for violation of Article 201 of the RPC, Demata was accused as follows: 

That on or about June 21, 2012, in the City of Manila, 
Philippines, the said accused, being then the Editor-in-Chief 
of Bagong Toro Tabloid, did then and there willfully, 
unlawfully, and knowingly sell and circnlate, or caused to be 
sold and circulated to the public a BA GONG TORO Tabloid 
Vol. 1 Issue 224 dated June 21, 2012 containing a photo of 
one AAA, a 17-year old minor, under the article "facebook 
sexy and beauties" together with pictures showing nude and 
semi-naked women in uncompromising, scandalous, and 
sexually enticing poses and illustrated stories and depicting, 
describing, presenting, and showing indecent and immoral 
scenes of naked and half-naked female persons showing 
their private parts, which literature or publication serves no 
other purpose but to satisfy the market for lust or 
pornography and, therefore, are grossly and seriously 
offen~ive to morals. 

Cor>trary to law. 5 

In the other Information (Criminal Case No. 13-301633), for violation 
of Section l0(a) ofR.A. 7610, the accusation is as follows: 

That on or about June 21, 2012, in t.'ie City of Manila, 
Philippines, the said accused, being then and there willfully, 
unlawfully, an.d knowingly commit psychological injury to 
AAA, a 1 ?-year old minor, assisted by her father, CCC, by 
posting her picture and circulate or caused to be posted and 
circulated in a Bagong Toro Tabloid Vol. l issued 224 dated 
June 21, 2_Ql2 without her consent which caused severe 
a...'l.Xie!y, depression, withdrawal or outward aggressive 
behayiour or a combination of said behaviours thereby 
causing . harm to her intellectual and psychological 
functioning which is prejudicial to said child's development. 

Contrary to law. 6 

The RIC consolidated the two actions.7 Upon arraignment, Demata 
pleaded not guilty to both charges.8 Trial ensued thereafter. 

The records bear-out the following facts. 

Petitioner Demata was one of two editors-in-chief of Bagong Toro, a 
tabloid newspaper sold and circulated all over the nation. It is published by 

6 

Id. at 47-48. 
Id. at 48. 
Id. 
Id. 
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Remate News Central, which is owned by one Baby Antiporda, and has a 
Circulation Department headed by one Berna Paredes, who is in charge with 
the selling and distribution of the newspaper. 9 It holds offices at the National 
Press Club Building in Intramuros, Manila. 10 

The June 21, 2012 issue of Bagong Toro (Vol. 1, Issue 224) consists of 
12 pages and consists of articles on news, showbusiness gossip, health, and 
commentary or opinion. But most relevant to this case, it also has photographs 
of women, most of whom are wearing skimpy swimwear, and even blurred 
images of a celebrity sex tape. It also has short erotic novellas written in the 
Filipino language. Chapters of these novellas are progressively published 
from one issue of Bagong Toro to another_ I I 

Private complainant AAA was a student of Accounting Technology at 
the University of the East (UE). She was born on 16 February 1995 and only 
17 years old at the time the June 21, 2012 issue of Bagong Toro was 
published. 12 

On .. L\.!Jgust 22, 2012, A.M's brother, BBB, went to a barbershop in 
Quezon City. He browsed through the tabloids available in the shop and was 
surprised to sec a pictrn:e of A.A.A in the June 21, 2012 issue of Ba gong Toro, 
under a colu..111n ~r:utled 

0

"facebook sexy a,.'1d beauties:" AAA' s name was not 
published. '3 In the picture, she can be seen in a seated position and fully 
clothed, wearing ,;;horts and at-shirt. I4 Beside her picture were photos of other 
women wearing re.vealing swimwear. 

BBB callea up his father, CCC, and told the latter aboutAAA's picture. 
CCC was very angry upon seeing the newspaper. Is He and his wife, DDD, 
confronted .A.A/i.ab0,1t her photograph. Upon seeing the photograph, AAA 
cried and tqlrJ her: p2re:it:; that she had no idea how her picture reached the 
tabloid. However, she.toJd them that she had lost her cellohone sometime in 
February 201.2 . .She b?,d bc:t:n USL'1g the ce!lphone to access her Facebook 
account whic.h she .::J0aid. no longer access afterlosing the phone and because 
CCC had fi:,rbtd.det' her froro using Facebook. 16 AJ\A recalled that she and 
two of her cousins were criginally in the photo, which was taken some time 
in late May 2012 on the rooftop of the condominium occupied by AAA's aunt. 
Her cousins, hov/~ver, ·had .been cropped out. DDD later testified that it was 
she-who. took the pbptngraph. AAA cried the whole night and could not study 
for the. calculus . .-:xain ~he <.Vas -supposed t0 take the following day .. · 

,· 
" ;j 
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14 
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AAA.. lost sdf~_corifidence after learning of the publication. She took her 
calculus exam but was not able to finish. it. In the end, she failed the course. 
CCC wrote a letter to the Chancellor ofUE, seeking reconsideration of AAA' s 
grade and that she be given an "incomplete" or "dropped status" to lessen her 
pain and emotional stress. However, his request went unheeded. 

AAA is the youngest and the only girl among her siblings. She was 
raised in a conservative· J'viuslim community. According to CCC, she is not 
allowed to go out alone. Even when going to the department store, she is 
accompanied by her mother, Someone drops off and picks her up at school. 17 

\Vhen her relatives carte t0 kncJW of the publication, many of them were 
furious. 18 Her uncle, who had been financing her studies, withdrew his 
support, 19 constraining CCC to take on credit so that AAA could continue her 
studies.20 · · 

AAA became the target of bullying in her school. One professor even 
spread false rumors of her being involved in a sex scandal. All these things 
caused anxiety, sleeplessness, and paranoia to AAA.and affected her studies 
and relations with other people.21 

. , OnAugust22,2012,AAA was psychologically examined by Dr. Jayson 
Bascos of Quez,in City General Hospital. On October 12, 2012, Dr. Bascos 
arrived at .a. wo;king diagnosis of Acute Stress Disorder with depressed 
features.22 i\.A.A. had to go through further psychological consultation and 
counseling from Dr. Bascos from October 2013 to iv1ay 2014.23 Eventuall)', 
Dr. Bascos diagnos.ed. liA ... 4. as suffering from Chronic Post TraUinatic Stress 
Disorder (PTSD) .and-prescribed her to take anti-depressants and to continue 
with the psychosocial processing and counseling.24 

Only Demata took to the witness stand for his defense. He argues that 
the pubHcitio11 i.s ~ot cibsc~ne, He emphasized thaLAAA's photo alone canno.t 
be considered a:;; obscene, pornographic, or lasci·1ious as she . wa.s fully 
clothed, and her pr,ise was not sexually provocative. He testified that the layout 
artists of Fagm,g, Ton; were tc;sked to verify the. ownership of the photos 
submitted_ to ithe .. ne•;vspaper for publication .. He would rely on the 
representations ofthe·layout artists for such verification, proofs of which were 
recorded, including Jhe addresses, phone numbers, aud Facebook accounts of 
contributors .. However, he could not produce these records in open court 
because they h,i_ve been deleted and because he had been terminated from the 
newspaper, He sa.id that he ju;:;t followed the directives of his superiors, 
specifically ruentiuning Antiri.orda, to maintain his job.25 

. · 
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. ·Ruling of the Trial Court 

The_RTC f<mnd Dei:nata guilty and disposed of the criminal cases as 
follows: · 

. WHEREFORE, · in view of the foregoing 
disquisition, the Court finds accused EVEN DEMATA y 
GARZON guilty beyond reasonable doubt of the crime of 
violation of Article 20 I, paragraph 3 of the Revised Penal 
Code, as amended by P.D. No. 969. He is hereby sentenced 
to PAY the PJNE of the Php l 0,000,000.00 and to pay the 
c0st · · 

Accused EVEN DEMATA y GARZON is also found 
guilty_ beyond reasonable doubt of the crime of violation of 
Section 10 paragraph (a) of R.A. No. 7610. He is hereby 

· sentenced to suffer IMPRISONMENT of six (6) years of 
prision correccional, as minimum, to seven (7) years and 
four (4) mo;1ths ofprision mayor, as maximum, there being 
neither a mitigatir,g nor aggravating circumstance . 

. He i:o:. ·t,.1rHi.er adjudged to PAY private complainant 
(a) civil indemnity of PS0,000.00, (b) moral damages of 
P-50,000.00, ( c) exemplary damages of PS0,000.00; and ( d) 

. costs. 

SO ORDERED.25 

The RTC conceded that while AAA's photo is not obscene, but taken 
in its entirety,,thc newspaper is obscene. Citing the case of Fernando v. Court 
of Appeals27 ;;md Gonzalez v. l(alaw l(atigbak,28 the RTC ruled that the 
newspaper is "not only obscene by its appearance, but also by its substance. 
The photos of wmiien are all scantily clad in sexually provocative poses. 
There are also photos of a naked woman with her private parts only blurred. 
The stories contained t½erein fr1rther increased the tabloid's obscenity level."29 

The RTC further ·ruled that the placing cf. "[AAA's] photo in a 
pornographic tabto!d without her consent certainly constitutes chiid abuse. Its 
psychological. -effeGt ori her cannot be doubted and in this case has been duly 
established. "30 The ·RT(: was :mt convinced that Demata properly verified the 
ownership of the ph,,tos.and opined that as editor-in-chief, he should not have 
allowed the -publication of the photo for a purpose for which it was not 
intended. 31 

26 

28 

::..1 

Rolle,?. 116·. · 
53~ rr:;; .. , ·407 <L:Oti6).· , , 
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Ruling of the Court of Appeals 

11ie CA denied Demata's appeal.32 The CA echoed the RTC in ruling 
that the Bagong Toro issue did not pass the various obscenity tests espoused 
in such cases as Kottinger, Go Pin, Padan, and Kalaw Katigbak, which 
referred to the U.S. case of Miller v. California. 33 The CA did not agree with 
petitioner's argument that Bagong Toro is comparable to Playboy and FHM 
magazines, opining that the stories and photographs in the latter two 
publications are ,,;presented in an artistic manner."34 Thus, the CA maintained 
that the issue of lJagong Taro in question lacks serious literary, artistic, 
political, or scientific value and appeals only to prurient interests. The CA also 
found no reversible error- in the RTC's ruling that Demata violated Section 
l0(a) ofR.A. 7610, satisfied t_½.at the RTC had not overlooked any material 
facts in its assessment. 35 

Demata moved for reconsideration, but the CA denied the same.36 

Hence, this petition. 

Demata hinges hi.s petition on the following arguments. First, he argues 
that AAA' s photo is not ob,c;cene as so found by the RTC itself'37 arid by AAA, 
CCC, and BBB, a·frequent.reader of Bagong Toro. He also points out that 
AAA's coµsin had previously uploaded the photo on Facebook. Citing Fortun 
v. Quinsayas,38 he argues that this is already publication. Nevertheless, the CA 
attempted to rationalize his conviction by ruling that he was being charged not 
only for the publicatior1 of AAA's photo but of the entire tabloid itself. If this 
is so, he questions why no other person was charged for the crime and why 
Bagong Toro coi;itinues to operate up to this time. During the· NBI 
investigation, Demata was represented by a lawyer whose services· were 
supplied to. him by Antiporda. However, Demata was terminated by the 
publisher and the.lawyer withdrew his services. Dernata claimed that this was 
to protect t..1-ie ·coinpa,1y from the result of this case. Thus, in. the proceedings 
before the R.TC, ·Demata was represented by the Public Attorney's Office: 
Second, he argu.es that the photographs and stories m·e not obscene, and that 
the CA's ruling,ami:mnts tc censorship or a prior restraint. Third, he argues 
that cases of libel under Al.tide 360 of the RPC, are not analogous to crimes 
under Article 20 LUnder Article 360 of the RPC, editors are specifically stated 
as iiable for defamations in a newspaper, magazine, or serial publications. 
Meanwhile, an editor is. liable under Article 201{2)(a) for the publication of 
obscene literature. However, he was convicted under Article 201(3) for 
selling, giving· away, or ·exhibiting films, .prints, engravings, sculptures, or 
literatun:o:vvhich are offe:-,sive to morals. He argues that paragraph3 of Artic:le 
20 l does not specifically mention the liability of an editor and that he had no 
hand in the "seliing, .giving away, or exhibiting" as his responsibility was t.o 

31 
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34 

35 
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Id. at 59 
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edit the articles in the newspaper. Fourth, as to his conviction under Section 
I0(a) ofR.A. 7610, Demata argues, citing Bonga/on v. People,39 that he may 
only be punished under said provision if it is proven that he intended to 
debase, degrade, pr demean the intrinsic worth of dignity of AAA as a human 
being through an act of abuse, cruelty, or exploitation. He believes that the 
evidence on reco'rd does not show this because AAA herself testified that she 
had lost her phone which was logged on to her Facebook account. Through a 
person who got hold of the phone, her photo then made its way to Ba gong 
Taro's lay-out artists, who verified that the person who had submitted was the 
owner of the photograph.40 

Respondent, represented by the Office of the Solicitor General (OSG) 
maintains that the CA committed no reversible error. The OSG argues that 
Demata had ultimate discretion on whether to publish the photo. If indeed 
there was a person who illegally "hacked" AAA's Facebook account, his 
liability is separate from Demata's.41 Furthermore, the OSG argues that the 
absence of cases against persons who may be similarly liable to Demata, e.g. 
the owner/publisher, the circulation manager, and the layout artists, does not 
absolve him of criminal liability.42 For the OSG, child abuse under R.A. 7610 
is mala prohibita; therefore, the prosecution need not prove the mens rea or 
intent behind the publication of AAA's picture.43 Lastly, the OSG maintains 
that the courts a quo's factual determinations did not disregard any evidence 
that might otherwise affect the results of the case. Thus, citing Fernando v. 
Court of Appeals,44 the lower courts' determination that the material is 
obscene can no longer be disturbed.45 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

Issues 

The petition raises the following issues: 

1) Whether Demata was properly charged and convicted of selling and 
circulating the Bagong Toro issue of June 21, 2012; 
2) Whether the other photographs of women and erotic stories 
contained in the tabloid may be considered obscene under Article 201 
of the RPC; and 
3) Whether Demata is guilty of creating conditions prejudicial to 
development of AAA, in violation of Section I0(a) ofR.A. 7610. 

Ruling of the Court 

The petition is meritorious. 

Id. 
CA rol/o, pp. 30-3 J. 
Rollo, p. 181. 
Id. at 183. 
Id. 
Supra note 27. 
Rollo, pp. 186. 
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I. There is variance between the crime· 
charged and the crime proved; Demata 
cannot be found guilty of selling or giving 
away the sub;eet issue of Bagong Taro solely 
on the basis of his being the editor. 

As held in Fernando v. Court of Appeals,46 to hold a person liable under 
Article 201 of the RPC, the prosecution must prove two elements: (1) the 
materials, publication, picture, or literature are obscene; and (2) the offender 
sold, exhibited, published, or gave away such materials. That said, it bears 
clarifyii1g that Article 201 consists of several distinct offenses that are 
mutually exclusive of each other. Even before it was amended by Presidential 
Decree (P.D;) No. 969, the said provision enumerates several offenders.47 As 
it is currently . worded, the provision punishes public exponents or 
proclaimers of doctrines contrary to public morals under paragraph 1. 
Paragraph 2(a) punishes: (i) authors who consent to the publication of their 
obscene literature; (ii) the editors who publish such literature.; and (iii) the 
owners or operators of e.stablishmen.ts who sell such literature. Meanwhile, 
paragraph 2(b) punishes actors or exhibitors of immoral acts, shows, plays, 
cinematographs, and the like. Paragraph 3 punishes sellers, disseminators, or 
exhibitors of morally offensive films, prints, engravmgs, sculptures, and 
literature. 

Demata Wets charged and found guilty by the RTC with the act of 
"selling or circulatiP.g" obscene materials which is specifically punished under 
Article 201(3) .. Both the CA and the RTC attribute the offense to Demata 
because he has the "active charge and control over the publication" in his 
position as editor,48 Citing Tulfo v. People,49 the RTC ruled that just as a 
newspaper editor .is.culpable in libel cases, Demata should be responsible for 
the obscene photographs and .literature published in Ba gong Toro. 

Upon perusal of the RTC' s decision, however, it appears that there is 
no discussion of <'llY fact relating to the act of selling or circulating. This raises 
the question. of ,>✓hether • Demata may nevertheless be found liable uP.der 
psiragraph Article 201 (2 )( a} m s1ccordance with the "variance doctrine," which 
allows the conviction of the accused for a crime which is different from but 

46 

47 

48 

49 

Supra ndtt. 27. · · · ~ 
rhe ori.ginal provision under Act No. 38 lS is as follows: . 
Article_2fJ'!. frnm_')~l ,Dot_trine.s, Obscen~ Publications and Exhibitions. --The penalty of prision 
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4. Those v,:ho shaH sel!, glv~ away o:- exhibit prints, engravings, sculptures or literatlire which are 
o~Tensive t6 rnorals. 
Rolle-, p. 55. 
587 Phil. 64 (2.008). 
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necessarily inchi.ded if1 the crime chatged.50 This doctrine 1s embodied m 
Sections 4 and 5 of Rule 120 of the Rules of Court, to wit: 

Section 4. Judgment in case of variance between allegation 
and proof. ~ When there is variance between the offense 
charged in the complaint or inf,mnation and that proved, and 
the offense as charged is included in or necessarily includes 
the offense proved, the accused shall be convicted of the 
offense proved which is included in the offense charged, or 
of the offense charged which is included in the offense 
proved. 

· ·sc,ction 5. When an offense includes or is included in 
another. -- An offense charged necessarily includes the 
offense proved when some of the essential elements or 
ingredients of the former, as alleged in the complaint or 
information, constitute the latter. And an offense charged 
is necessarily included in the offense proved, when the 
essential ingredients of the former constitute or form part of 
t.1-iose constituting the latter. (Emphasis and underscoring 
supplied) 

Based on the above standards, We do not think that the offense of 
"selling or givir\g away" obscene materials is necessarily included in the act 
of "publishing" or vice -versa. These are two completely different acts as 
indicated by the fact that P.D. No. 969 classified them under two different 
paragraphs. The two acts are not necessarily proven by the same evidence. 
There is no disputlng thafDemata was the editor of Bagong Toro but there is 
no evidence at all proving that he actually sold or circulated the subject 
Bagong Toro issue. Thus, the CA erred in affirming the RTC's judgment 
convicting Demata under Article 201(3) of the RPC. Therefore, although the 
prosecution was successful in proving that Demata was the editor of Bagong 
Toro in question, it would be a leap of logic to conclude that to infer that he 
also. committed the act of selling or giving away the newspaper. In fact, there 
is uncontroverted;testimony th.at Bagong Toro has.a Circulation Department, 
headed by a circulation manager,. which controls the circulation and sale of 
the newspaper and over which Demata has no control, viz.: 

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY ATTY. MARIO DIONISIO 
JR.: Q: What is your work in [the] publishing company? 

A: Ako po ay itinalaga bilang Editor-in-Chief. Ang trabaho 
ko ay taga-edit ng h1ga news article, yung mga nagdadala gn 
(sic) ,nga reports. 

Q: j3y, the. way, wtat is the. name of your publishing 
c.ornp:m.)-\ cf ~his)~agong Tero tabloid? 

.. A.: F_emate 1".JcV,rs cer..tra~. 

Q: A?d. ~vh_o is the publisher? 

so People oft.~z Ph!/ippi.'i~:.• v. Cc::;/i, Si5 Phii. 839,882 (2017). 
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A: Baby Antiporda. 51 

. Q:,You said you are not assigned in selling of said, relating 
to said tabloid, Could you please tell us who is in-charge 

· in the sale and the publication of this tabloid? 

A: Ang circulation department po naming kasi ang 
Circulation Department sila po yung namamahagi ng 
diyarvo doon sa mga ahente. And the, yung mga ahente 
naman yung nagpapakalat dun sa mga vendor nila. And 
then yun naming mga vendor sila · naman yung 
nagbebenta sa mga mamimili. 

Q: Being an employee, according to you of that publishing 
company aside from your ordinary (sic) as editor-in-chief, 
do you have any participation in the act of selling or 
circulating that tabloid into the public? 

A: "Vala po. Wala po akong ano diyan kasi sa kumpanya 
naming may kanya-kanya kaming department. Ang 
circulation po hindi po ako makialam diyan dahil ako'y 
editoi: lainang, faga-review lang ng gawa ng aming mga 
artiest and then, taga-edit ng mga news. Bawal po sa 
amfr,arig makialam sa trabaho ng iba. 

Q: By the way, who is in-charge in the circulation 
deparL'Tient? · 

A: Si Berna Predes ang assign diyan bilang circulation 
manager. 

Q: Vv'as she charged before this court for the same offense? 

A: Hmdi po siya kasa.'lla. 

Q: Ho,v-about your publisher was she charged by [AAA]? 

A: Hindi riri po siya kasama.52 (Emphasis and underscoring 
sup_Plit°d) · 

II. The prosecution failed to prove with 
proof beyond reasonable doubt . that 
Demata was. the proximate cause of the 
selling or giJ;ing away of the Bagong 
Toro issue;· to · · attribute criminal 
responsibilitv for said acts, solely on the 
basis of · his ·· b£ini · an · editor, is 
scapegoating'. 

It appears that, despite having the nominal title of editor-in-chief, 
Demata does .not have unfettereJ c.ontrol over the final contents of any given 
issue of Bagong Tbro. lv1sreover, 1he June 12, 2021 issue was already printed 

" 
51 

A-ls~ referred tD~qs "Ee~y._\-½t~pc~ct.a'" m ctl-ie; portior.s of the records, e.g., TSN dated February 13, 
2015, p, 10. 
T~N dat.c:d __ F_e:br~ar)' ,J 3_1 ~) J.5. µp. -5-6. 
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· by the press when it w~s submitted to him for review.03 Furthermore, not only 
was he one of two editors-hi-chief, but the publisher also directs what stories 
to include in_ a _given i~sue. __ -__ 

CROSS-EX.AMINATION BY PROS. ROCILLE S. A. 
TM1BASACAN: xx x 

Q: Can you please described (sic) what is the job description 
of an Editor-in-chief? 

A: I review the news of our reporters and then I _also review 
the designs of our 

1

artists. 
. . ' 

Q: Review the' designs of artists. Let's go to the review of 
news. I have noticed that the newspaper does not contain 
only Ilews but lo_ts of stories, right? 

A:Yes. 

Q: Now whose· job ·is this to review the stories on the 
ilevvs~_per? 

A: We have proofreaders. 

Q: Proofreader, but the preofreader 1s orJy :o check the 
,• ' l T t~ grarnmaucaJ. errors) an.1 1 correc : 

A: Ye~-

Q: But the c.verall contents like if the story iS not properly 
writtrn, t..'iat is the subjcct_to your review? 

Q: So in shqrt, ifyou find that the material is not properly 
vmtten, no, in proper writing, you have to re-write, you have 
t,j co·rrect· it? . , 1 

, . 

A: Kv_si_ niay rnga ·wTiter d.in karni, pagdating sa xnga stories 
malibil.n sa news, sila na ang bahala doon. Kasi sila ang 
nak&kaaisrn kung ano ang takbo ng istorya. . . 

Q: Okay. We go tack, you as editor-in-chief, =der you as 
edimr-in-chie:f who's next to you? 

A: Acwally, Marn.ming (sic) editor. Mararni kasing a.'lo eh. 
Sa issr,g di}:tryo kasi hindi m1rnc.Il ako actually ang la.l:lat, 
katuld._c~ ~1;g \f:.ga shc-v"b1~~ n;.eroa ding editor: 

Q:· o,Cay. The ne,~sp~per has editor-in-chief, ~i.er the editor-
in-ch;i::f., there'are rDan}~'c-ditor::>, \\iho's nex-~ tO)!OU? . 

. ,- . 

i\.: ··.t<:afu13:d k0," Sa :j{yilryo kU.~i 11~ing, bukod sa amin~ a}1 
tla!awa_ !ang kaming editor-in-(:hief. 

53 TSN dateJ i\1ar\~~"' 11;20l5 .. p. 8. 
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Q: . You were-the editor--iii-cliief as well as the other 
editor? .. 

· A: S1i:s'urtod yurig;~ i:nga reporter at yung. rnga tinatawag na 
contributor. x x x', · 

I 

Q: As editor-in°chiefyou can rewrite the stories in a different 
line? ' 

A: Sa tin gin ko pv.rede, pero rnayroong kasing tinatawag yan 
na, n1,;:mn kasing rp.ga writer na sila ang higit na nakakaa!am 
kung ,,.nr, yw1g ano doon . 

. . .. ,. ' . 

Q: But you are th~ editor-in-chief, you are the one on top, 
you have the control to change the stories? 

A: Pwede naman, kaso nga Jang eh yun din ang gusto ng 
publisher eh ano ang magagawa ko pag sinabing ganon 
ang gusto niva.55 (Emphasis and underscoring supplied.) 

Demata te:-:tified, without rebuttal from the prosecution, that he was 
terminated by Antirorda, because the_latter did not want the newspaper or the 
publishing comp,my to be affected by the outcome of this case. He was 
originally represented by a la'.vyer from the company whose services was 
supplied by Anti.porda. Upon knowing that Demata's employment was 
terminated and his connection with Antiporda severed, the said lawyer 
withdrew his repre~entatio;:i.56 Thus, ostensibly, other persons who have 
greater control irj both the publication and selling of Bagong Toro may be 
responsible for the charges laid on Demata, and yet no other person or staff 
from Bagong Toro was indicted . 

. In light of the itbove, it is not unreasonable to' think that Demata was a 
scapegoat. One legal scholar has identified four types ofscapegoating.57 The 
first is called aframe.,up, which is "the process by which an innocent person 
is punished for ,what:a guilty person has done."58 The second type is axe
grinding, which i,a when _"-accuser~ ,conjure up - _though not quite consciously 
- the. scapegoat':s,role, ,vhich is. decoupled from factual reality, to halt an 
untoward recurring activity xx x the accusatory motive is to coi:rect a trend 
ofutmostpriority rather than resolve a discrete dispute as in the first type."59 

The third type is called a palsy which is when "the basis of responsibility [ of 
the scapegoat] is real, but exaggerated, at least when adjudged against others 
similarly situated x _x x accusers overstate a guilty scapegoat's responsibility 
by understating or ·:gnori.ng what other guilty parties have done x x x [it] can 
occur wb,ere partits with a common scheme or design :rely on division oflabor 
to pursue their shared-.ill.egal p11rposes. ·within that division of lapor, those 

54 TSN Ga.fed I\fai-ch l-3. 2-015, pp. 3~4. 
55 Id. ::it rY .. · 
56 

57 

59 

TSN dated FebfUary-!.J, 20!,'.:;, p. : L 
_ Daniel" I{ Y~ager/E;{,i' \\{&Ten Pr0fCssor, Cafifomia Westzrr°l' School of Law. T~mp.tatir>ns of 

Scapegdat!Y:g,, ~Ytnerican:Crimfrial La-:.' Re·,1i,e;i.,· VoL 56: 1735.:..1757 (20 l9). · 
Id. at 1738) citj_n~ tlre c.is..:i ,yf Gibbs v. Citv oilv'e':1.1_ fork, No.-065) l?:, (E.D.N.Y. Sept 22, 2006). 
Il a! 1_74) ,. refo;fi'n·g tO the cc:.Se of Era!~:J {,_ Ru!li.~g Stone, 209 F. S~pp_.3d 862 (W.D. Va. 2016) 
(NO. 3. f5~~v-23-GEC). 
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who c.oritrol and 'profit most from the enterprise leave tbe dirty work to 
functionaries. An upshot of such hierarchy is thatthese functionaries, or bit 
players, end up taking the fall for behind-the-scenes masterminds."60 The last 
type is cailed a reckoning, which appears to be a permutation of the "similar 
acts" rule under Section _35 of Rule 130 of our Rules of Evidence, 61 and occurs 
when "accusers seek a ·reckoning for a wrong they justifiably believe the 
scapegoat to have unjustifiably gotten away with. Put slightly differently, here 
scapegoats are being scapegoate.d for their own acts. This payback motive on 
the part of accusers is concealed so that the former event and the current 
punishment can ·be presented as unrelated. The payback punishment can be 
either harsher or milder than · the punishment associated with the prior 
event.-"62 

Scapegoating, as a defense, may not necessarily succeed in cases of 
conspiracy or if raised by an accomplice or accessory to the crime. In the 
future, there may be a case where this Court will have occasion to discuss the 
interplay of these concepts. But in relation to this case, what is clear is that 
scapegoating mayjnvariably result in acquittal because it is antithetical to the 
principle of proyj_mate cause. Arguably, the principle of proximate cause finds 
application in the iaw on tcirts, but vve have applied it to determine the guilt or 
innocence of the ·accused as early as in the case of People v. Almonte,63 and 
more recently .in the case of Dumayag v. Philippines,64 where We said: 

60 

61 

62 

64 

Proximate cause is defined as that cause, which, in 
natural. and continuous sequence, unbroken by any efficient 
inter✓ening cause, produces the injury, and without which 
the result would not have occurred. And more 
comprehensively, the proximate legal cause is that acting 
first and producing the injur/, either immediately or by 
setting" other events 'in.motion, all constituting a natural ar,.d 
contir,nous chain. of .events,' each having a close causal 
connection with its immediate.predecessor, the final event in 
the ch<1.in immediately effecting the injury as a natural and 
probable result of the cause which first acted, under such 
circumstances that the person responsible for the first event 
should, as an ordinary prudent and intelligent person, have 
reasonable ground to expect at the moment of his act or 

Id. at 1745-46. Yeager points. to the infa_-rnous story of Pri_vate Eddie Slovik, '"the only deserter 
executed in the AmeriCan Ar:ny from the [American] Civil War through World War II - who was 

· shot on J~nuary,}1, 1945.by a firing ·squad at-Sainte Marie ·aux •Mines, France." Citing Guido 
Calabresi, f!!any~American scfdiers deserted dur1ng the Battle of the Bulge. The American Atmy did 
not want such a grievous offer1se go unplmished, "but there wer1;; too many deserters and the Army 
did not want to ~hoot them all. So they decided t~1at they weuld !ook for double deserters xx x and 
came up Vvi1,h E4dfo Sk,vik xx x". 
2019 Rules of Evidt::nci], .R..ul<= 130, Section 35. Similar acts as evider.ce. - Evidence that one did or 
did not do a cert:ain th:n~. at OO;e time is nvt adrtdssible to orove tilat he or she did or did not do the 
same or sitrnlar rh.irtg at..;~ctb~r dme; but it may be received to prove a specific intent or knowledge, 
identity, plan, system, scheme, 1-;.abit, custom or usage, and the like. 
Yeager, supra note 57 at 1750-1751., citing the later civil judgment against OJ. Simpson as an 

example cf a "reckoncag" for previol!sly "getting away with" the murder of Nicole Brown and 1v-· _ 
Ronald Go1drr:2i.t1. See V•:1ldmw1 i: Simpsorr, 160 CaL App. 4th 255, 264-65 (2008); Ru_fo· v. Simpson, 
103 CaL'Rp'.1" . .?.D 492, 497 (C~. App. 20.0~ ). 
56 Phi!. 54 (1931). 
699 Phil. 328 (?.012). 
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defa~lt that an injury to some p~rson might probably result 
therefrom .. 65 · 

As observed by Professor Daniel B. Yeager (Prof. Yeager), "proximate 
cause reduces scapegoating by recognizing that some· contributions to harm 
are too trivial to count as the most legally relevant variable in a harm-causing 
event."66 As will be explained below, We do not think that the Bagong Toro 
issue in question is obscene. But even if it were, for the sake of argument, We 
think that the prosecution's .case ultimately amounts to scapegoating of the 
third type; a patsy. The prosecution's case overstates Demata's responsibility 
and hangs it all 9n the fact that he holds the title of "editor-in-chief." That is 
not sufficient for. a conviction, especially when there are lingering doubts as 
to how much control he had on the final contents of the newspaper and where, 
to whom, and how it would be sold or circulated. 

III. Under · the three-pronged test of 
Miller v. California. the prosecution 
failed to prove that the June 21. 2012 

. issue of Bagong Toro is .. not protected 
speech 

The ca'"ie tiow turns ·on the whether the publication in question is 
protected speech. In the United States, t_he prevailing obscenity standard to 
determine whetl1er materiai is protected under the First Amendment, the 
Philippine equivalent of which is Sections 4 and 5 of the 1987 Constitution,67 

is the three-prong test established in the case of Miller v. California.68 In this 
case, Demata raises the defense that the lower courts' ruling consists· of 
censorship or prior restraint of speech. In ruling that t.½e material in question 
is obscene, both the RTC and the CA cited many of the seminal obscenity 
cases that this Court has had occasion to adjudicate and as outlined in 
Fernando v. Court of Appeals. 69 However, a recapitulation of these cases is 
necessary to shmv that over time, this Court adopted and developed differing 
tests of obscenity and in so doing, highlight the importance for the courts to 
adhere to a consistent standard. 

The 1923 case of People v. Kottinger70 appears to be the first obscenity 
case which this Court has passed upon. In that base, the premises of Camera 
Supply Co. were raided by a detective, yielc$ng pictures "portraying the 
inhabitants ofi:he coumry in native dress and a~ they appear and can be seen 

~ tl,e ccgioru; m wCjoh th,y live." J.J. Kottinl"' !ho m~ago, of C='" 

Id. at 339. 
66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

Yeag~r: ~~pr~ n,)tc 57 ~t 1_73.7. _ · ··. . . i • _ . _ . 
1987 Pm:bpprn';'."c(JnSt!rnt1on. Sec~ton 4. No law shall be Pt5sed ab~1dgmg tne freedom of s~~ech, of 
expressier:; or Of Ihe press; er tt-c righ~ of the pecple peaceab,v to assemble and peht10n the 
governm?nt for redress of gr\evance.s.. I 
Sec:ion, 5. No.Ja-..v sl12.l~ be madt;: respecting an establish~en! of religion, or prohibiting ~he frCe 
exercfse th:::reuf. Tht:: free, e½.~rci&e and enjoyment of repgio~s profession and-wor:ship, without 
discrimir;ation ur· prt:'-fer<~nce, ~:hii( fo!'ever be allowed. Nio reHgious test shall be required for. the 
exercise of ci'.ri! ct"jx,Etical rlghts. I ,. 
Suora no~e 3-3. 
<:. ,..-.,7·~· ,.__.upra no.e L-,. 

45 PhiL 352 (1923).' 
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Supply Co., was pro.secuted Section 12 of Act No. 277,71 otherwise known as 
the "Philippine Libel Law." The question before this Court was whether said 
pictures were obscene or indecent. This Court referred to the test used in the 
American case of United States v. Harmon, 72 based on an indictment under a 
U.S. federal statute, the Postal Law, viz.: 

Laws of this character are made for society in the 
aggregate, and not in particular. So, while there may be 
individuals and societies of men and women of peculiar 
noticns or idiosyncrasies, whose moral sense would neither 
be depraved nor offended by the publicatiorr now under 
consideration, yet the exceptional sensibility, or want of 
sensibility, of such cannot be, allowed as a standard by which 
its obscenity or indecency is to be tested. Rather is the test, 

· what is the judgment of the aggregate sense of the 
.community reached by it? (Emphasis and underscoring 
supplied) 

Thus, this , Court made use of a "community standards" test and 
disposed of Kottinger as follows: 

71 

72 

, As above intimated, the Federal statute prohibits the 
importation or shipment into the Philippine lsla."lds of the 
follov,'ing: "A~rticles, books, pamphlets, printed matter, 
ma..11t1.Scripts, type~.vritten matter, paintings, illustrations, 
figures or. objects of obscene or indecent character or 
subversive of public order." There are, however, in the 
rec:ord, copies of reputable magazines which circulate freely 
thruout the United States and other countries, and which are 
admitted into the Philippines without question, containing 
iI!ustrations identical in nature to those forming the basis of 
the ' prosecution at bar. Publications of the Philippine 
Government have also been offered in evidence such as 
Barton's "Ifogao· Law," the "Philippine Journal of Science" 
for Octobe,, 1906, and the Reports of the Philippine 
Cot,:,mission for 1903, 1912, and 1913, in which are found 
illustra:tions either exactly the same or nearly '.l.kin to those 
which are now impugned. 

It ailpears therefoi:-e that a national standard has 
been ·set up bv the Congress of the United States. Tested 
bv that standard, it would be extremely doubtful if the 
pictures here challenged would be held obscene or 
indecent by any state or Federal court. It would be 
particularly unwise to sanction a different type of censorship 
in the Philippines tha."l in the United States, or for that matter 
in the:. r~st of the world. 

Act No. 277. Seciion i2. Any-Ferson who writes, composes, stereotypes, prints, publishes, sells, or 
keeps for sate, distribut~5, or exhibits any obscc:1,e or indecent writing, paper, book, or other matter, 
or who designs,.Cupieti; dnr=;,;s, engraves, paints;· or otherwise prepares any obscene picture or print, 
or wh0 rrio'"'llds,. ,juts, C2.sts, or. ctheIT.-'fae makes any obscene or -indecent figure, or who writes, 
composes, or_ p;j~1t_s .aIJ.Y notice_ or advfrtisement of any such wr~ting, pape;r, book, print, or figure 
shall be guilty 0fa m;sdeoeanor ard pm1ished by a fine of not exceeding one thousand dollars or 
by imprisonfnt.oi1fnct'exceedir.g on.?: year, or Oath. · · 
45 Fed., 414 (i89j) .. 
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_ The pictures in question merely depict persons as 
they act4ally live, without attempted presentatfon of persons 
in unusual postures or dress. The aggregate judgment of 
the Philippine community, the moral sense of all the 
people in the Philippines, would not be shocked by 
photographs of this type. We are convinced that the post
card pictures in this case cannot be characterized as offensive 
to chastity, or foui, or filthy. 73 (Emphasis and underscoring 
suppiied) 

The issue of what may considered "obscene" material under Article 201 
of the RPC was then first discussed by this Court in P_eople v. Go Pin,74 a 1955 
case of a Chinese; citizen who was charged for exhibiting "a large number of 
one-real 1 7-millimeter films about 100 feet in length each, which are allegedly 
indecent and/or immoral." The ponencia in Go Pin, while not describing the 
contents of the filin, formulated a standard where a publication is considered 
obscene depending on whether it has a mainly artistic purpose or a 
commercial purp9se, viz.: 

If such pictures, sculptures and paintings are 
shown. ln art exhibits and art galleries for the cause of 
i!I!.,JJi be viewed and appreciated bv people.interested in 
art, th,;re would be no offons11: committed. However, the 
pictm·es here in question were used not exactly for art's 
sake-!1ut rather for commercial purposes. In other words, 
the s~pposeC ?..rtistic qualities of said pictures vrere being 
cornrr:.e:-eialized so that th~ cause cf art ,vas of secondary or 
minor importance. Gain and profit would appear to have 
been ihe main, ·if not tl:te exclusive consideration in their 
exhibition; ·and it would not be surprising if the persons who 
went to see those pictures and paid entrance fees for the 
privil<oge of doing so, were not exactly artists and persons 
interested in a..rt and who generally go to art exhibitions and 
galle-.deS t.c 'SatiSfy and improVe their artistic ~ast.~is, bu~ rather 
pecpie :desirous of satisfy ingtheir morbid ci.rrio:?ity and taste, 
ail.cl tust, ·ahd fOr ioVe for --excitement, inclU.ding the youth 
\~;rho·1:e:;aUSe ·ofilieirirr ..... 6atu.r~.ty are not in·a position to·resist 
:?illd shield ·themselves from the ill and perverting effects of 
th~se pktures:"5 (Em.rhasls and underscoring s•ipplied) 

Then irith6195f:::ase cf People l: Padan,76 this Court ruled that the 
publication or exnibhion must not only be art per se, but also art with a 
"redeeming feature)" viz.: 

7S 

76 

'_,, -
, . ·:-_/:, -.We h~v~_:!rn~ o~C~~io_n to-cols_ider qffe~1ses like the 

e,xi'11b!t1011. :ot sir.!.l. i1:10Ving p1ct1lfGS rf wor:n .. :J1_ 1p. ~tie ~ude, 
v1l::.:-l:. \V~ l'.::.a.ve condemned for obscer-1ty and as offensive to 
m.01-1}.s .. In-1~:osc, -;uses., one p-Jight y~t daim that there 'was 
invo~vt;d,, i~e elen1~ni of art: tha1: co[LTlCisseurs cf the same, 
and ·;1ai-!11 1::".r>.:;-_ and, 5cu:ptors migI11 fi!:.d inspiration in the 

_ showtng ofpictmes in the nude, or th\}1uman'body exhibited 

St.:.nra 1.1ote 1~9. , ·, 
9i1 Phil. 418 (1\>55). 
Id.' - 1 

101 Phii. "(49 (i957). I 
I 

1 

I 
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in.sheer nakedness, ~s models in tableaux vivants. But an 
· actual exhibition of the sexual act1 preceded by acts of 

lasciviousness, can have no redeeming feature. In it there 
' . -- . . 7 ' 

is no room Joi, art. 7 (Emphasis and underscoring supplied) 

In the 1985 case of Gonzales v. Kalaw Katigbak,78 petitioners objected 
to the Board of Review for Motion Pictures and Television's (BRMPT) 
classification of the film Kapit sa Patalim as "For Adults Only." This Court 
wrestled with th~ question of what ccnstitutes obscenity in relation to tb.e 
constitutional ms.ndate that the State shall be the patron of the arts and letters, 
The BRMPT, in accor<lance wit.½ Section 3(c) of Executive Order No. 876 
(1963),.which provides as follows: 

- Section 3. The Board shall have the following 
functions, powers 'and duties: 

_xxxx 

( c) To approve or disapprove, delete objectionable 
porticns, from, and/or prohibit the importation, 
_expropriatiqri, productio!l, copying, distribution, sale, lease, 
exhibition ancl/or television broadcast of the motion pictures 
and p_~blicity materials subject of the precedmg paragraph, 
which, in tbe - judgment of the BOARD apphing 
contemporar-v Filipino cultural values as standard, are 
obje(:t1onable for bein.g immoral, indecent, corttrary to law 
and/or good custom;, injurious to the prestige of the 
Republic of the Philippines or its people, or with a dru1gerous 
tendency to encourage the commission of violence or of a 
w::·cng or crime x xx (Emphasis supplied) 

This Court ruied that Section 3(c) of Executive Order No. 876 should 
be construed ln ~ri "analogous manner" to the ruling in Roth v. United States, 79 

which did away ',,;ith the standard .in Regina V. Hicklin80 ( or the Hicklin test) 
as too restrictive and replaced it ·with the following standard: "whether to the 
average person, applyirig contemporary community standards, the dominant 
theme of the material taken as a whole appeals to prurient interest." As may 
be observed, whafis ne'w in this: standard is the aspect of a "dominant theme." 
This Court then i:-uled· that the .BRl\1PT's perception of what constitutes 
obscenity appeared to be i1nduly restrictive. The BR1v1PT committed abuse of 
discretion becawie it was only after the petitioners sought !'emedy from this 
Court that it changed its classification ofKapit sa Patalim as "For Adults 
Onlv," without anvdeI~tic,ns· or c:1ts. Such abuse of discre!ion, however, was - - . 
not considered gnive enougJ-:.. 

In the 1989 c'lse of Fita i'. - Court of Appeals,81 •t11e pet1t10ner, the 
publisher of Pfnoy Playboy, sought injur•ctive-rclief.ag:iinst law enforcement 
agencies vvho sejied ·and.,. c.of1fiscated magazines~ .:publications~ and other 

,1 
77. 

7S 

79 

80 

Id. 
222 PhiL 225 '(l~i85). 
354 U.S. 476 ('(957). 
LR 3 QB S6.0 ~) ~~~.). 

lji 258-A P!1i-l. 13+_(198-9),. _ 
• •; I • •• ~ 
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reading materiabi being peddled along Manila sidewalks. This Court traced 
the devel6phi~nt of o_bscenity tests from Memoirs v. Massachusetts82 to Miller 
V. California. S3'Meirioirs clarified that under the Roth test, a work of literature 
may be censored as. obscene if the •following· are ptoven: ( a) the dominant 
theme of the material taken as a whole appeals to a prurient interest in sex; (6) 
the material is patently·offensive because it affronts contemporary community 
standards relating to the description or representation of sexual matters; and 
( c) the material is utterly without _redeeming social value. 

In Memoirs; the US Supreme Court held that John Cleland's book 
Fanny Hill ( or A1emoirs of a Woman of Pleasure), like all other books, "cannot 
be proscribed u_nless it is found to be utterly without redeeming social value x 
xx eve1i though the book is found to possess the requisite prurient appeal and 
to be patently offensive."84 It was also in Pita that this Court first referred to 
Miller v. California,85 which established the following three-prong test: 

(a) whether 't.he average person, applying contemporary 
. stanqurds' would find the work, taken as a whole, appeals to 
fae prurient interest x x x; 

(b )' whether the work depicts or describes, Ir! a patently 
offensive way, sexual conduct specifically defined by the 
applicable state law; and 

· (c) whether the wcrk, taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, 
ardstic, political, or scientific value 

In Pope v. lllinois,86 the US Supreme Court made the following 
clarification on the 111iller te5t:. 

Only the first and second prongs of the Miller test 
::::· appeal to prurient interest and patent offensiveness -
sl!.ou!d . be decided with refe!·ence to "contemporary 
~ommunity standards." The ideas that a work represents 
need not obtain majority approval to merit protection, and 
the value of .that work does not vary from community to 
co"mmunity based on the degree of local acceptance it has 
won. The proper inquiry is not whether an ordinary member 
of any given community would find serious value in the 
aiiegedly . obscene material,· but whether a reasonable 
pers'on would find such value in the material, taken as a 
whole,87 (Emphasis itn.d underscoring supplied) 

It may be observed that t~e. A1zller test did hot repudiate Roth, but 
merely refined 1.,;b~t had al.ready been estiblished in Roth and previous cases. 
That ;aid, this. Cuurt did not apply the !,,filler test in Pita. Indeed, this Court 
made no ruling en whether the seized magazines, publications, and reading 

" 
83 

84 

35 

86 

87 

383 us 410 (1966): 
413 us 15 (1973). 
Memoirs:,,: lvl,:v;scichusdts, supr<t note 82. 
Supra note 33 .... 
481 u.s . .4•n 0937). 
Id. 
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materials' . w~re · obscene · and · instead granted the petition because the 
government failed to prove that the seizure sought to prevent a clear and 
present danger. 

. It was not until 2006, in Fernando v. Court of Appeals,88 that this Court 
spoke again of Miller v. California. In this case, the petitioner sought the 
reversal of their conviction under Article 20 I of the RPC, for the sale and 
distribution of pornographic magazines and VHS tapes. What is new in 
Fernando are the following observations of this Court: 

xx x [I]t would be a serious misreading of Miller to conclude 
that the trier of facts has the unbridled discretion in 
determining what is "patently offensive." No one will be 
subject to prosecution for the sale or exposure of obscene 
materials unless these materials depict or describe patently 
offensive "hard core" sexual conduct. Examples included (a) 
patently offensive representations or descriptions of ultimate 
sexual .acts, normal or perverted, actual or simulated; and (b) 
patently offensive representations or desc;riptions of 
masturbation, excretory functions, and lewd .exhibition of 
the geriifals. 89 

This Court; in Fernando, however, did not apply to the l\1iller test per 
se in the disposition of the case. Rather, the case was decided based on the 
principle that "[ t]indings of fact of the Court of Appeals affirming that of the 
trial colLrt are accorded great respect, even by this Court, unless such findings 
are patently unsupported by the evidence on record or the judgment itself is 
based on misapprehension of facts."90 This Court thus affirmed the CA's 
finding, based on the standards in Go Pin, that "the nine (9) confiscated 
magazines name.ly Da]aga, · Penthouse, Swank, Er_otic, Rave, Playhouse, 
Gallery and two issues of QUI are offensive to morals and are made and 
shown not for the sake of art but rather for commercial purposes, that is 
gain and profit a;; the exclusive consideration in their exhibition."91 

· In 2006, this Court again referenced Afiller v. California in the case of 
· Soriano v. Laguardia,?2 which is a counterpart case of Kalaw Katigbak. The 
petitioner, the iate. Eli Soriano, sought to nullify the Movie and Television 
Review and. Classit1cation Board's decision to suspend him from his TV 
program, Ang Dating Daan, for allegedly obscene uttered on air. 93 This Court 

· ruled that.based on the .Miller test, the utterances did not "constitute obscene 
but merely indecent utterances. They can be viewed as figures of speech, or 
merely a play on words. In the context they were used, they may not appeal 
to the prurient interests of an adult."94 Neverthc!e:;s, this Court denied 
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Soriano's pjtitionbecause "language uttered in a television.broadcast, without 
doubt, was easily accessible to the children. His statements could have 
exposed children to a language that is unacceptable in everyday use. As such, 
the welfare of children and the State's mandate to protect and care for them, 
as parens patriae, constiti+te a substantial and compelling government interest 
in regulating petitioner's utterances in TV broadcast xx x x"95 

As may be easily gathered, at every tum, from Kottinger to Soriano, 
this Court had a different way of deciding obscenity cases. Of course, this may 
be because they are few and far in between or simply because the facts of each 
case differ too greatly. But the result is that there is no definitive obscenity 
standard that trial courts may readily refer to in deciding cases of this type. 
This is an observation tl1at was not lost to the majority in Miller who 
remarked: "It is certainly true that the absence, since Roth, of a single majority 
view of this Court as to proper standards for testing obscenity has placed a 
strain on both state and federal courts." The statement has been proven to be 
true in our jurisdiction. It is no wonder that in the disposition of this case, the 
RTC and the CA appear to have adopted an uneasy mixture of standards. Thus, 
the RTC was par'.:ial to the Roth test vis 0 a-vis Kalc.'W Katigbak, viz.: 

.. x x x this Court is convinced that the contents of 
· Bagong Toro tabloid are obscene. In so arriving at snch a 

conclusion, the Coi.irt did not look only at the the photo of 
prhate complainant. Itlooks into the tabloid in its entirety. 
As held in Gonzales v. Kalaw Katigbak, obscenity should be 
measured in terms of the "dominant theme" of the material 
taken as a "whole" rather than in isolated passages. 96 

The RTC also found the material obscene based on two prongs of the 
lvfiller test when,it ruled that the "article appeal to the prurient interest and 
they lack serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value."97 Meanwhile, 
the CA appears to have ccrhbined the Miller test and the ruling Go Pin, viz.: 

'.l.'i 

96 

97 

Vv'hile It is trne that the presence of semi-nudity and 
erotic ·stories is not sufficient to brand a publication as 
obscene, the photographs an.d articies published in Volume I 
Issue 224 of Bagong Toro when taken as a whole lacks 
serious literary, artistic. political, or scientific value and 
may be taken as appealing only to the prurient interest. 

Although mainstream publication such as Playboy 
and FHM Magazine also feature similar stories and 
photographs, it . must be noted that the stories and 

· · photogra1-1hs pubiished in thGse magazines arc presented in 
an anistic mCT1ner. Appellant [Demata] cannot find cover in 
the protection enjoyed: by tb.ese· mainstream publications 
because th" photos as ,,vell as the articles in Bagcng Toro are 
pres~:Otecr if! .ri :.rnarme{ that dO uot reflect anv artistic or 
Ifte:r&n, \;ahie. The tabloid even featured still frames froin a 
iex't~pe:inVGlVing a hollyv,;:OOd a~tor and his ·ral-a...rnour. The 

Id.at !06. 
Rollo, p. JOO. 
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inclusion of these still frames in the news VvTite-up about the 
· said affair did not.h.ing but satisfy the market for lust and 

lewdness . 

. Moreover, the intentional use of unconventional 
term's ·to. refer to the genita!ias of both men and women as 
well as to different sexual acts can be viewed as patentlv 
offensive and appealing only to prurient interest. 

Clearly, the incorporation of photos .of scantily clad 
women and sexuaily arousing stories in what.'Nas alleged to 
be a newspaper· of general circulation, served no other 
purpose hut to boost its sales by appealing to the lust of 
thefr would0 be readers. 98 (Emphasis and underscoring in the 
original) 

No obscenity standard has replaced }..filler since its adoption by the US 
Supreme Court in 1973. Over the decades, it has had an enduring presence in 
American jurisprudence a..11d appears to be the logical culmination of our own 
jurisprudential trend .. Thus, whether a given material is obscene or 
constitutionally protectc:d speech shall be · decided on the following three
prong test adopted. from Ji-filler v. California and· as darified in Pope v. 
Jllinois: 99 

a) whether the average Filipino, applying contemporary 
c0mmunity Sfandards, would find the material as 
appealing to prurient interests; 

b) v.rhether, applying· contemporary co1n...·11w..ity standards, 
the materiJl describes or depicts sexual conduct in a 
patently offensive way; and 

c) · \\;bether ihe average Filipin~ would find the material, 
take,i as a whole, as seriously lacking literary, artistic, 
political, or scientific value. 

Citing A1isl;t~in v. }\Tew Yc,rk,]0° the US Supreme Court said in lvfiller that 
the "primaf'J concern requiring [the trier of fact] to apply the standard of the 
average persons, applying contemporary community standards' is to be certain 
that, so far material is not .aimed at a deviant group, it will be judged by its 
impact on an avscr-age person, -rather than a particuiady susceptible or 
sensitive person ...c.·o, indeed a totally insensitive one."rni Thus, under this 
prong of the 111.iller t~st, the prosecution is not obligated to offer evidence of 
"national standcti-ds." To paraphrase the majority opinion in },,filler, our 
Constitution does not n:quire the B 'laan people of Lake Sebu to accept public 
depiction of co:iduct found tolerable in the streets of Malate or Cebu. The 
identification of who the ''ai1erage Filipino" is and the applicable.community 
standards in any gi:,;en obscenitycase is critical considering the diversity of 
v,orldviews, social mores, educ8tiOn8.l attainment, and other factors that may 
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shape one;s yiew. of what is. obscene. Without k.ric)wing who the average 
Filipino -is- and ·the community standards to apply, how can the trier of fact 
decide what is prurient without unbridled discretion? Would Overseas Filipino 
Workers recently repatriated from Western countries share the same view? 
Would not a writing fellow in a university town in Negros Oriental consider 
the stories as legitimate forms of erotica? If the stories had been written in 
English or Cebuano, would they be less or more prurient? These examples 
may be outliers, but they highlight the need for the trier of fact to resist the 
temptation ofassurning or imagining the "average" Filipino in each obscenity 
case. 

The RTC'.s .judgment was premised on its observation that private 
complainant was "conservatively raised as a moslem." 102 However, there is no 
factual or legal reason why the RTC should have considered the "average" 
Filipino as a conservatiye Muslim. The evidence simply does not sufficiently 
characterize tb.e average Filipino as such. Furthermore, to hold otherwise 
would be to indirectly violate the non-establishment of religion clause under 
the Constitution: 'lo be clear, this does not mean th_at our legal system is hostile 
to religion or to M:uslim viev,s op obscenity. . 

In Estrada v. Escritor, 103 \Ve held that in this jurisdiction, We adhere to 
the "benevolent n.ei.!trality" theory of the separation of church and state and 
the non-establishrnent clause, Such a theory "recognizes the religious nature 
of the Filipino people and the elevating influence of religion in society; at the 
same time, it acknowledges that government must pursue its secular goals," 
one of which is the application and enforcement of penal laws. The outcome 
of this case may weli be difterent had the facts been localized in a Muslim 
community m1d the prosecution was .able to prove what standards that 
community holds. Jt is precisely because of benevolent neutrality, however, 
which prevents ,his Court from adopting the view of a particular religious 
com.'Ilunity in determining standards of obscenity for purposes of .Miele 201 
of the RPC consiiiering th.0.t Bagong Toro is sold and .circulated in the entire 
nation~ not just to.a specific community of a paiti:cuiar religious conviction. 
The evidence 0n record does not :,how that the community standards that the 
whole country (or even the citizens oflvianila, a metropolitan area,. where this 
case was instituted and tried) adheres to is characteristically that of .a 
conservative I\1usi1m .. In the absence of facts on record, even the widely held 
notion that most- Filipinos are Catholics would neither be a proper nor 
sufficient reason to hold ·that conservative and/or religious. community 
standards sho.uldhc applied m this case. 

Since the prnsecution fa.iled to identify w\10 t,1.e average Filipino is or 
esti).blish-the E,!p.plicsble_ coD1m~mity standards, foe RIC and the CA hc1,d no 
sufficient basis. le rule .that the newspaper appealed !o prurient interests. 

Under the
0

seccnq pr~ng nf the 1\iiller test, "no Oil/;': ',Nill be subject to 
prosecution for. tt,;,e. ~al~ gr exposiire of obscene materials unless these 

!02 Id. at 1.00 .. 
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materials . depict. ·o; describe patently offensive . 'hard cor~• ;exual conduct 
specifically, defined•· by the regulating state la~, as written or 

. construed."1
.
04 The.importance.of the "patent offensiveness" element is made 

.even more so in this case because neither the Revised Penal Code nor P.D. 
No. 969 specifically defines what may be considered as "hard core.'.' 

In this case, the RTC conceded that "the subject photo is not obscene 
by itself as private complainant was wearing a shirt and short[ s ];" however, it 
considered the "entirety of the tabloid" as obscene, 105 . not only because 
Demata was charged with the sale and circulation of private complainant's 
photo, but also of "nude and semi-naked women in uncompromising, 
scandalous and the sexually enticing poses and illustrated stories."106 

There is no · arguing that the Bagong Toro newspaper depicts or 
describes sexual conduct and displays the female body, but there is grave 
doubt as to whether it did so in a "patently offensive" manner. True, the 
women in the photographs can hardly be described as having puritanical 
modesty, but it is not patently offensive for them to wear low-cut swimwear. 
There is also serious doubt that the stories are "patently offensive" as they are, 
for the most part, couched in innuendos. The authors alluded to the 
reproductive organs using terms that are not sexual in and of themselves, e.g., 
"hiyas" or "alaga. "107 Consistently, the newspaper even blurred out images of 
what purported to be scenes from a sex tape of a celebrity. It leaves much to 
the reader's imagination as to how the images really appear had they not been 
blurred. As such, these do not fit the "hardcore" pornography considered as 
"patently offensive" in }vfiller and as affirmed in Fernando. For these reasons, 
We do not think that Bagong Taro's depiction of sexual matters is "patently 
offensive." 

Finally, it has not been sufficiently proven that taken as a whole, the 
Bagong Toro issue is seriously lacking literary, artistic, or political value. The 
issue consists of 12 pages, not all of which are devoted to pictures of women 
or novellas. It also has sections on news, comics, commentary, showbusiness 
gossip, leisure (puzzles), and health. 108 Both the RTC and the CA did not 
discuss how the newspaper should be taken as a whole, taking into 
consideration its other contents. It is as if the lower courts took a tunnel-vision 
approach, focusing only un the pages where stories ,md the pictures of the 
women appear. 

Again, there is serious doubt that the Bagong Toro paper was evaluated 
from the perspective of the average Filipino. A patron of Business World or 
the literature student steeped in the works of Nabokov or Dostoevsky might 
perhaps consider the Bagong Toro entirely trite. But who is to say that the 
ordinary man, having toiled the whole daily under the sun and in the city 
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smog, would not find some leisurely respite or tidbits of knowledge from the 
various sections of the paper? The trier of fact ought to have established this, 
but unfortunately, it had not. 

We reaffirm the primacy of the RTC, as the trier of fact, to judicially 
determine what is obscene in any given case. However, as We had ruled in 
Fernando, its discretion is not unbridled. We have thus underlined that the 
exercise of such discretion must be within bounds of the Miller test as 
submitted above. In this instance, We hold that the RTC and the CA utterly 
lacked factual or legal bases to rule that the Ba gong Toro is not constitutionally 
protected speech. Therefore, such ruling deserves reversal. 

IV. Demata is not guilty of violating Section 
1 O(a) ofR.A. 7610 

The courts a quo found Demata liable under Section l0(a) ofR.A. 7610 
because by allowing the publication of AAA's picture in the newspaper 
without her consent, he supposedly caused conditions prejudicial to her 
development. We do not think the records support this conclusion. 

To begin with, it was not uncontroverted that Demata and the layout 
artists believed, albeit erroneously, that they had AAA's consent to publish 
her picture. On this point, We see no material contradiction in Demata's 
statement in his counter affidavit, where he had said that he acquired the photo 
from someone "who introduced themselves as the friend of the person in the 
photo,"109 and in his testimony that photo was emailed to the newspaper by a 
reader who wished to be a contributor. 110 

Thus, as it turns out, Demata may have been a victim of deception by 
whomever took possession of AAA's phone, illegally accessed her Facebook 
account, and then,· posing as AAA, submitted the photo to the Bagong Toro 
layout artistf. Could the new,spaper have been more diligent in verifying the 
identity of the contributor? Perhaps, but that would be beside the point and 
may form a basis for an entirely different cause of action against the 
newspaper. As things stand, both AAA and the newspaper were victims of an 
identity thief. 

Furthermore, the mere fact that Demata was the "editor-in-chief' of the 
newspaper is too remote a cause to ascribe criminal liability under R.A.}610. 
This Court has previously applied the concept of remote cause vis-a-vis 
proximate cause in such criminal cases as Urbano v. IAC111 and People v. 
Villacorta, 11

~ where We acquitted the accused of the crime charged because 
the harm was not the direct, natural, and logical consequence of the accused's 
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actions. In both cases, We cited our ruling m Manila Electric Co. v. 
Remoquillo, 113 viz.: 

A prior and remote cause cannot be made the basis of an 
action if such remote cause did nothing more than furnish the 
condition or give rise to the occasion by which the injury was made 
possible, if there intervened between such prior or remote cause and 
the injury a distinct, successive, umelated, and efficient cause of the 
injury, even though such injury would not have happened but for 
such condition or occasion. If no danger existed in the condition 
except because of the independent cause, such condition was not the 
proximate cause. And if an independent negligent act or defective 
condition sets into operation the instances which result in injury 
because of the prior defective condition, such subsequent act or 
condition is the proximate cause. 114 

As explained above, this Court has lingering doubts as to how much 
editorial control Demata had over the newspaper. As far as the records show, 
this Court can only conclude with moral certainty that Demata was "editor-in
chief' only in name. This is not enough to rule that he was the proximate cause 
ofAAA's PTSD. 

Furthermore, the first of clinical abstracts prepared by Dr. Bascos115 

was issued on October 12, 2012, almost four months after the publication and 
two months after AAA's brother showed the Bagong Toro newspaper to the 
family. That there was a two-month interim between the publication and 
BBB's discovery of the paper - and another two-month interim between that 
and the first psychological consultation - are further reasons to believe that it 
was not the publication itself which necessarily or directly caused AAA's 
PTSD. In fact, Dr. Bascos testified that it was AAA's emotional response to 
exposure to the publication - and therefore not the publication per se - which 
caused her disorder: 

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY PROS. SIOSANA: xx x 

Q: Would you be able to get again the root of this traumatic 
distress disorder of the private complainant in this case? 

A: In [AAA's] case, it was severe emotional trauma that she 
experienced when exposed to that publication. 116 

Furthermore, it is not unreasonable to believe that the sudden revelation 
of the publication to her by her brother, the ensuing confrontation with her 
parents, the bullying from some of AAA's classmates, the uncalled-for 
remarks of one of her teachers, the anger of her relatives, her uncle's sudden 
withdrawal of financial support for her education all worked towards creating 
an emotionally tenuous atmosphere around AAA that was prejudicial to her 
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development. The people in AAA' s school and family are not automatons and 
therefore, their actions cannot be causally linked to Demata. 

Moreover, We do not agree with the OSG's position that all offenses 
punished under R.A. 7610 are mala prohibita. In Dungo v. People, 117 We 
discussed the distinction between mala in se and mala prohibita as follows: 

Criminal law has long divided crimes into acts wrong 
in themselves called acts mala in se; and acts which would 
not be wrong but for the fact that positive law forbids them, 
called acts mala prohibita. This distinction is important 
with reference to the intent with which a wrongful act is 
done. The rule on the subject is that in acts mala in se, 
the intent governs; but in acts mala prohibita, the only 
inquiry is, has the law been violated? When an act is 
illegal, the intent of the offender is immaterial. When the 
doing of an act is prohibited by law, it is considered injurious 
to public welfare, and the doing of the prohibited act is the 
crime itself. 

A common misconception is that all mala in se 
crimes are found in the Revised Penal Code (RPC), while 
all mala prohibita crimes are provided by special penal 
laws. In reality, however, there may be mala in se crimes 
under special laws, such as plunder under R.A. No. 7080, as 
amended. Similarly, there may be mala prohibita crimes 
defined in the RPC, such as technical malversation. 

The better approach to distinguish between mala in 
se and mala prohibita crimes is the determination of the 
inherent immorality or vileness of the penalized act. If the 
punishable act or omission is immoral in itself, then it is a 
crime mala in se on the contrary, if it is not immoral in itself, 
but there is a statute prohibiting its commission for reasons 
of public policy, then it is mala prohibita. In the final 
analysis, whether or not a crime involves moral turpitude is 
ultimately a question of fact and frequently depends on all 
the circumstances surrounding the violation of the statute. 118 

(Emphasis and underscoring supplied) 

Based on the foregoing, this Court holds that the offense of creating 
"conditions prejudicial to the child's development" is not mala prohibita, for 
there may instances where the child finds himself/herself in that situation 
without the willful intent of the adults around him or her. For example, failure 
to send a child to school would certainly be prejudicial to his/her development, 
but if it was because the child lived in a remote area under the care of an 
unemployed and financially struggling single parent, the latter may not 
necessarily be convicted under Section l0(a) ofR.A. 7610. The same may not 
necessarily be said of parents who are well-off but intentionally deprives 
education for their children just so that they could always have someone to 
order around the house. This is the same principle that underpins cases where 
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thi's Court found the accused guilty of slight physical injuries instead of child 
abuse because the circumstances did not show the act was not intended to 
debase, degrade, or demean the intrinsic worth and dignity of a child as a 
human being. 119 

In the same vein, there is a burden upon the prosecution to prove how 
and why the act was intended to result in the conditions prejudicial to the 
child's development. We do not think that such intent was duly proven by the 
prosecution in this case. First, it is clearly unacceptable to include the photo 
of a minor in a paper that is decidedly for adult consumption, if the publisher 
has previous knowledge that the photo is that of a minor. However, the 
prosecution failed to prove that Demata knew that AAA was an underaged 
student. Second, Demata believed sincerely - although wrongly - that the 
newspaper had acquiredAAA's consent to publish the photo. Third, he could 
not have known nor foreseen the events that would occur in consequence. 
Thus, while this Court sympathizes with AAA, We cannot, in good 
conscience, find Demata guilty of violating Section l0(a) ofR.A. 7610. 

Ideally, people should be free to share their pictures online without fear 
that it would fall in the wrong hands and taken advantage of. The great benefits 
brought about by the digital age are accompanied by unique dangers. We do 
not blame AAA for her plight, and We do not wish that her case be repeated 
with other children whose parents are increasingly under pressure to 
proactively provide guide them in maneuvering the digital space. Thus, this 
Court reiterates its exhortation in Vivares v. St. Theresa's College, 120 that 
"information, otherwise private, voluntarily surrendered [ on online social 
networking] sites can be opened, read, or copied by third parties who may or 
may not be allowed access to such" and that "uploading any kind of data or 
information only [ will inevitably] make it permanently available online, the 
perpetuation of which is outside the ambit of [the uploader's] control."121 

WHEREFORE, the petition is GRANTED. The Decision dated 
September 28, 2016 and the Resolution dated November 29, 2016 in CA-G.R. 
CR No. 37864 are hereby REVERSED and SET ASIDE. Petitioner Even 
Dematay Garzoni~ hereby ACQUITTED of violating Article 201(3) of the 
Revised Penal Code and Section l0(a) of Republic Act No. 7610. 
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SO ORDERED. 
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